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ABSTRACT

Effects of Roadway on Driver Stress: An On-Road Study using Physiological Measures

Erika E. Miller

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Associate Professor Linda Ng Boyle
Civil and Environmental / Industrial and Systems Engineering

There has been a great deal of research expended on enhancing our roadway to ensure that road
users are provided a smoother, more enjoyable ride. One area that has not been well examined is
the relationship to safety and stress. Human factors research shows that driver stress is
associated with workload and fatigue, and is constructs that can have an impact on overall driver
safety. The goal of this study was to examine whether there are different levels of driver stress
across various roadway conditions. This goal is achieved using data collected from an on-road
study with 60 drivers from three age groups (less than 25 years old, 35-55, and 65 and older).
Physiological measurements associated with driver heart activity (ECG) were recorded and used
as an indicator for cognitive workload. Patterns in stress responses were evaluated across age and
gender for inverse trip sets along a pre-defined route. A heart rate variability (HRV) analysis
was performed and both time and frequency domain parameters were examined. Short interval
stress was used to assess trends in stress by distance traveled. Longer intervals were used to
reflect induced stress from roadway characteristics. It was determined that the HRV parameters
in conjunction with each other are stable indicators of mental workload. Similar responses were
observed across all genders and ages, however the older age group had the largest incremental
changes in physiological responses. Evidence suggests that drivers experienced increased
cognitive demand along rough pavements (verified through IRI values) and through tunneled
roadway segments. It was also conclusive that the route was short enough that fatigue induced
by long duration driving was not significantly captured and thus the clockwise and
counterclockwise data sets could be compiled into a singular HRV analysis.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Overview
This research seeks to validate the need to examine roadway designs from a human

factors perspective; specifically by evaluating how various roadway surface conditions impact
driver behavior.
This study was designed in response to the current direction in research and capital
projects for enhancing road smoothness and overall quality. However, little research has actually
been done in evaluating the impact that road smoothness has on the driver. The study was
arranged such that four road surface types were investigated:


Relatively newly paved asphalt and Portland cement concrete (PCC) (Interstate 90)



Older PCC under high volume conditions (I 5)



Road laid over water that encompasses various rough segments due to construction
through an environmentally-rich context (State Route 520)



Fresh asphalt mix in rural area, through wetlands and a low density area (Bellevue,
WA residential roads)

These pavement types were chosen under the hypothesis that an association exists
between surface roughness and driver stress. Therefore this selection provided a good myriad of
surface conditions to examine with respect to driver stress. It is further hypothesized that
rougher roads is associated with increased stress, but also a road that is actually too smooth may
not provide enough cognitive stimulation and thus lead to more startling individual stress events.
In these hypotheses, rough roads are defined as roadways with high levels of vibrations and/or
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noises resulting from driving over them. Factors that influence pavement roughness includes
exposure of course aggregate, joints, transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks in wheel way, and
use of pavement grinding.
There are two themes identified by Matthews & Desmond (1995) that is particularly
relevant to our understanding of driver stress: overload of attention and disruption of control.
Pavement type can actually relate to both aspects. For example, roads that generate excessive
vibration in your vehicle can overload driver attention and the overall workload of the driving
task increases. Whereas, roads that are relatively smooth can generate disruption of control with
even minor degradations in the road. Driver stress provides insights on driver behavior by
quantifying cognitive workload and predicting risky coping strategies. Selzer & Vinokur (1975)
concluded that driver stress is a significant safety problem for the system, and should thus be
explored. Since then, numerous studies have confirmed that stress is associated with
breakdowns in driver performance (Reimer & Mehler, 2011; Mehler, et al., 2010). Specifically,
stress may impair performance by eliciting more risk taking behavior to cope with added stress.
This could manifest itself into greater distractions from the primary driving task, and inducing
potentially precarious coping strategies (e.g. reacting aggressively), and ultimately increase crash
risk (Matthews, et al., 1999a; Norris, et al., 2000). For the purposes of this study the distinction
between eustress and distress was made. Eustress, which is a good stress (e.g. joy), was
disregarded and only distress was considered (Kopin, et al., 1988).
In human factors research, it is commonly acknowledged that age-related and genderrelated factors impact our driving styles (Elander, et al., 1993; Boyce & Geller, 2002; Glendon,
et al., 1996; Yan, et al., 2007) and likelihood of being involved in a crash or severe injury (Hill &
Boyle, 2006; Ryan, et al., 1998; Lourens, et al., 1999, Chliaoutakis, et al., 2002; Matthews, et al.,
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1998). Therefore this study deemed it important to evaluate surface conditions and stress by
gender and age. Specifically three age groups (younger, middle, and older) were constructed,
each balanced by gender.
Stress has an impact on heart activity, by increasing heart rate and decreasing heart rate
variability (Berntson, et al., 1997; Lee, et al., 2007b; Mulder, 1986). There are many
physiological measures of the driver’s heart activity and one way to collect this type of data is
using electrocardiogram (ECG). Collecting this physiological signal was the superior technique
for providing continuous feedback about the drivers without interfering with their task
performance (Healey & Picard, 2005). This minimal to no disturbance in task performance was
a key factor in selecting to monitor heart activity, especially in comparison to an
electroencephalogram (EEG) measurement, recording electrical activity of the brain, which
required participants to drive wearing a head cap. Furthermore, a heart rate variability analysis
was particularly applicable for this study as it is a strong indicator of mental stress or workload
caused by driving tasks (Apparies, et al., 1998; Mulder, 1992). Within the heart rate variability
analysis, both time (statistics of the intervals) and frequency (power spectral analysis) domain
parameters were evaluated. Both of these domain parameters were used as a means to provide
validation for study results.
1.2

Significance
By uncovering critical links between pavement conditions and driver behaviors, we can

pave our roads in a way that increases safety for all users and more efficiently utilizes capital
funding. Safety is a crucial component in this because correlations have been identified between
driver stress and an increased crash risk (Norris, et al., 2000). According to AASHTO (2009),
“only half of the nation’s major roads are in good condition and one in four urban roads is in
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poor condition.” With this being the case, it is inevitable that a vast amount of capital spending
will fund surface maintenance projects. Prioritization and efficiency is critical in executing these
projects.
In order to fully understand the complexity of the relationship between surface
characteristics and driver behaviors, this study closely examines various yet realistic pavement
conditions, influences of driving behaviors, and dimensions of stress.
1.3

Study Scope
The scope of this research was to explicitly consider pavement conditions; therefore the

design of this study consciously minimized the occurrence of external effects. Figure 1below
illustrates the controlled variables deliberated in order to isolate the unwanted factors.

Dimensions of Route Criteria

Temporal

Spatial

Not during peak commute

Minimal signalized
intersections

Consistant and clear weather

Relatively consistent vertical
profile

Day light

Smooth horizontal alignment

Figure 1: Exclusion tactics for variables outside study scope
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1.4

Research Objectives
The primary focus of this study was to assess how drivers respond (objectively and

subjectively) to roadway surface conditions to address the following research questions:


At what point do drivers become noticeably and adversely affected by surface
conditions?



How do the physiological measurements compare to the drivers perception of the
road?



How does the correlation between stress and the road vary across age and gender?



Can a road be too smooth, causing the driver to not adequately focus on the task at
hand?

This thesis is divided into five chapters and begins with a literature review to justify the
value of conducting this study. A description of the experimental protocol and data analyses
methods used to assess driver stress on various pavement types is then presented, followed by the
inferential outcomes. The thesis concludes with the overall insights gained and its relevance for
potential future work.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The justification for this thesis is based on studies that have examined pavement condition and
noted differences in acceptable noise level, driver behavior and crash risks, and measurements of
behavior based on subjective and objective measures, and well as the fiscal relevance. This
chapter summarizes the relevant literature reviewed to create this basis.
2.1

Driver Stress
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined stress as “a particular relationship between the

person and the environment that is appraised by the person as taxing or exceeding his or her
resources and endangering his or her well-being.” Matthews (2001) expanded on the personenvironment interaction component of the cognitive process and found stress reactions can be
categorized into primary (personal significance of events) and secondary (coping ability)
appraisals. Moray (1979) suggested that mental workload was an inferred construct that
integrates task difficulty, operator skill, and observed performance. However, as Kantowitz &
Simsek (2001) pointed out, workload is too difficult to directly observe and rather should be
inferred from changes in performance. Therefore, physiological measures are recorded and
analyzed in studies that evaluate driver stress.
2.1.1 Impacts on Driver Safety
Understanding driver behaviors provide insights on predicting and enhancing highway
safety. Driver behavior is influenced by several factors, one component being driver distraction.
Driver distraction is defined as something that “diverts the driver’s attention away from the
activities critical for safe driving” (Regan, et al., 2009). It is therefore reasonable to conclude
that unnecessary stress onto a driver is a form of driver distraction.
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According to a report issued by NHTSA, 16% of fatal crashes and 21% of injury crashes
in 2008 were attributed to driver distraction (Ascone, et al., 2009). Particularly, it has been noted
that many of these crashes are correlated to impaired driver cognition due to fatigue, stress, or
mental workload (Partin, et al., 2006). Therefore, by evaluating stress as a form of distraction,
this study addresses the safety impacts of roadway surface conditions.
More specifically, distraction can be further categorized as visual (e.g. reading
directions), auditory (e.g. conversing with a passenger), biomechanical (e.g. adjusting the radio),
and cognitive (e.g. being lost in thought) (Ranney, et al., 2000). Several studies have evaluated
driver stress as a cognitive distraction and have concluded that distress may lead to impaired
decision-making capabilities (Baddeley, 1972), decreased situational awareness (Vidulich, et al.,
1994), and degraded performance (Helmreich, et al., 1990). Through the use of physiological
parameters (e.g. heart rate) the cognitive state of a driver can be accurately monitored (Partin, et
al., 2006).
The following figure, Figure 2, illustrates the relationship between driving performance
and workload. This concept compiled by the MIT AgeLab is an adapted model of the YerkesDodson law (Coughlin, et al., 2011). By evaluating the stress overload imposed by pavement
characteristics, this study addresses the far right end of the curve, which denotes a significant
degrade in driver performance.
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Figure 2: Effects of workload on driver performance (Coughlin, et al., 2011)

Matthews et al (1998) hypothesized about traits established in the Driving Behaviour
Inventory (DBI) and their probable consequences, based on cognitive stress processes. This
work found that stress associated with the dislike of driving was related to lateral positional
variability and control errors, but reduced risk taking; aggression was strongly related to speed
and frequency of high-risk overtaking tasks, but unrelated to performance on the open-road; high
cognitive alertness resulted in quicker hazard detection.
2.1.2 Ways to Measure Stress
Measures of driver stress can be objectively captured using physiological measures.
Physiological measures can be used to quantify changes in the body’s state. These measures can
include skin conductivity, cardiac, neurological, muscle, and respiratory activity. Mehler et al
(2010) concluded that monitoring physiological based measures offer an objective and
continuous analysis in a dynamically changing situation. Furthermore, measurements of the
heart are the most practical for application in the driving domain as it least interferes with driving
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performance (Healey & Picard, 2005). Observation also concluded that heart data was less
expensive, invasive, and more portable to collect; specifically compared to brain mapping
(electroencephalogram or EEG) and muscle activity (electromyography or EMG).
Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Electrical activity generated by the heart is referred to as an electrocardiogram, or ECG,
signal. This signal offers important information about the body’s state (Lee, et al., 2007b). The
mechanism used to record this signal is called an electrocardiograph, the Biopac MP150 in the
case of this study.
Each component of the cardiac cycle contributes to the ECG output, creating the
graphical representation that most everyone would recognize. The figure below provides an
image of each step in the cardiac cycle and its consequent impact on the ECG waveform.

Figure 3:Cardiac cycle (Biocom, 2009)

Furthermore each element of this wave has an associated name: P, Q, R, S, and T. Each
of these smaller waves, represented by the preceding letters, allow experts to discuss the heart
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rhythm using intervals (e.g. PR interval). This is best portrayed below in Figure 4, which
illustrates the various components of the ECG wave.

Figure 4: ECG waveforms dissected (Javadi, et al., 2012)

For the purposes of this study, we are interested in the R-wave peak. This peak is used in
calculating heart rate (e.g. counting the number of R-wave peaks, expressed in beats per minute).
The R-wave peak can be further analyzed to generate heart rate variability, which describes the
“variation over time of the period between consecutive heartbeats” (Acharya, et al., 2006). This
is often referred to as the RR interval or RRI.
Zhao et al (2012) found that human heart rates violently fluctuate during a mental stress
situation. Mehler et al (2010) indicated that the physiological measures can quantify changes in
workload prior to exhibits of overt performance breakdowns. This deems physiological
monitoring a useful tool in that it does not require the participant to engage in a safety critical
event in order to display signs of cognitive distraction and overload. More specifically, an
analysis of heart rate variability was selected because “previous studies have reported that heart
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rate was the most sensitive cardiovascular index of workload and fatigue associated with driving
a vehicle” (Apparies, et al., 1998).
Autonomic Nervous System
Variations in heart rate is triggered by responses from the body’s autonomic nervous
system, or more specifically it is a reflection of the interplay between the sympathetic (lowfrequency) and parasympathetic (high-frequency) nervous systems (Kleiger, et al., 2005;
Bilchick & Berger, 2006).
The autonomic nervous system is responsible for controlling and regulating the internal
organs (e.g. the heart) without conscious recognition from the individual (Kleiger, et al., 1992;
Tattersall & Hockey, 1995). It is composed of two antagonistic sets of nerves, the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous systems (Steptoe & Sawada, 1989). The first is associated with an
increase in heart rate (Ohsuga, et al., 2001), while the latter acts to slow the heart rate (Pagani, et
al., 1995).
Typically, the sympathetic nervous system is triggered during a tense state, while the
parasympathetic nervous system works in states of mental peace (Zhao et al, 2012). For
example, a driver in a state of cognitive distraction such as thinking or talking would have a
decreased heart rate RRI induced by the acceleration of their sympathetic nerve (Miyaji, et al.,
2010).
Heart Rate Variability
“Heart rate variability (HRV) describes the variations between consecutive heartbeats”
(Niskanen, et al., 2004). Numerous researchers have used this physiological measurement to
assess driver workload under diverse driving conditions (Zhao, et al., 2012; Li, et al., 1995; Li, et
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al., 2004). Hartley et al (1994) examined physiological and psychological changes in truck
drivers based on HRV. Healey & Picard (2005) used HRV to recognize three general levels of
stress (i.e. low, medium, high) using minute intervals of data during segments of rest, city, and
highway driving. Changes in heart rate have been noted during certain driving tasks (Hartley, et
al., 1994; Liu, et al., 2004). Similarly, Apparies et al (1998) showed that heart rate and HRV
may serve as early indicators of fatigue. In general, HRV specifically measures mental
workload, while HR more broadly measures physical workload (Wickens, et al., 1998).
Many studies have concluded that during periods of increased stress, there tends to also
be an increase in the values of heart rate and the low to high frequency ratio (Jorna, 1993; Lee, et
al., 2007b; Healey & Picard, 2005; Sloan, et al., 1994). It has been suggested that this is because
the sympathetic nervous system, which again is related to the low frequency (LF) power, is
activated during stress (Lee, et al., 2007a). However, other heart rate variability parameters
(such as SDNN, RMSSD, pNN50) decrease in value for increasing stress (Lee, et al., 2007a;
Lee, et al., 2007b).
Furthermore, some studies have suggested that heart rate increases and heart rate
variability decreases with distance driven (Simonson, et al., 1968; Egelund, 1982). In a five day
study, O’Hanlon (1972) found that heart rate variability increased with drive time, descended
after alerting events, was minimally influenced by traffic event frequency, and inconclusively
may have been effected by geometric configuration. Many of these studies attribute driver
alertness/fatigue to be at the origin of these trends.
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There are two common approaches for analyzing heart rate variability, using frequency
domain and time domain parameters. These are further expanded upon in the following
subsections.
Frequency Domain
Frequency domain analysis calculates the power spectral density of the RR series, based
on powers and peak frequencies for different frequency bands. There are three frequency bands
most commonly used, very low frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), and high frequency (HF)
(Niskanen, et al., 2004). For this study, only low frequency and high frequency bands were
considered. These two frequency bands are described below in Table 1.
Table 1: Frequency power bands summarized from Acharya et al (2006)

Frequency
Band

Low
(LF)

High
(HF)

Power Spectrum
(Hz)

Reflects

0.04 – 0.15

Sympathetic tone:
 Response to stress, exercise, and heart disease
 Causes an increase in HR

0.15 – 0.40

Parasympathetic (vagal) tone
 Resulting from the function of internal organs, trauma; caused
by spontaneous respiration
 Decreases HR
 Provides a regulatory balance in autonomic function

The power distributions across the frequencies can be reported using several different
parameters. The most common ways to report frequency domain analysis is provided in Table 2
below.
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Table 2: Frequency domain parameters summarized from Niskanen et al (2004)

Variable

Units

Peak Frequency

Hz

Power

ms2, % and
normalized
units

LF/HF

Description
Power spectral density estimate for VLF, LF, and HF
frequency bands
VLF, LF, and HF frequency bands in ms2 and percentage
value. LF and HF can also be represented in normalized units
(n.u.)
Ratio of LF and HF frequency band powers in ms2

A number of driving studies that reported results including a frequency domain analysis
used the low to high frequency (LF/HF) ratio parameter. This variable provides a means to
measure the interplay between the sympathetic and parasympathetic balance (Kleiger, et al.,
2005). In other words, it shows the interaction between sympathetic activity and parasympathetic
activity. An increase in the sympathetic tone, which would represent a response to a stress event,
would also increase this ratio. Similarly, a lower valued ratio would imply a less presence of
stress events.
It is important to acknowledge that some research has indicated a gradual decrease in
total power of heart rate variability as adult’s age. However further exploration of this verifies
that the ratio of power in the bands remains unchanged (Cerutti, et al., 1995; Akselrod, 1995).
Therefore, since this ratio remains stable with age, a low frequency to high frequency ratio
comparison between subjects is still applicable for this study.
Time Domain
The other application of heart rate variability is using a time domain analysis. The
parameters within this analysis are “calculated directly from the raw RR interval time series”
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(Niskanen, et al, 2004). In contrast to frequency domain parameters, these variables are
functions of time.
Most driving studies focus on these time-domain parameters. This is because frequencydomain parameters require longer interval recordings, which is not necessarily a practical
application in real traffic and road conditions. In most transportation situations, drivers get acute
stress in a moment and then recover; this yields time-domain parameters to be a more accurate
reflection of the driver’s state (Tarkiainen, et al., 2005).
There are multiple ways to evaluate the heart signal in regards to time, which can include
comparing mean values for between R-peaks, similarly for variations in RR intervals, and
specifically evaluating adjacent RR intervals. Descriptions of the variables used specifically for
this study are provided in Table 2.
Table 3: Time domain parameters summarized from Niskanen et al (2004)

Variable

Units

Description

SDNN

ms

Standard deviation of the selected RR interval series

RMSSD

ms

Root mean square of differences of successive RR intervals

pNN50

%

Percentage value of consecutive RR intervals that differ more
than 50 ms

In this study, these above values were calculated from each participant’s raw ECG data
for intervals corresponding to roadway segments of interest (e.g. I-5, I-90, etc.).
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2.1.3 Variables that Influence Driver Stress
Driver stress is impacted by several factors, for this study we will categorize this into four
influences: vehicle, drivers, traffic and the roadway.
Vehicle
Advancements in technology have led to an increased deployment of in-vehicle systems
aimed at improving safety, such as navigation, guidance, and collision-avoidance systems.
These systems aim at minimizing stress by reducing the frustration from congestion, assist
drivers in finding the most efficient route, and provide drivers with warnings to avoid safetycritical events (Matthews & Desmond, 2001).
However, these systems also result in excessive information presented to the driver or
may cause an over trust of the system which may lead to misuse (Kantowitz & Simsek, 2001;
Parasuraman and Riley, 1997). Several studies investigate these trade-offs between the benefits
of in-vehicle systems and their potentially hazardous consequences. Kantowitz and Simsek
(2001) emphasized the importance of evaluating driver workload in the presence of this new
technology. Matthews and Desmond (2001) explored a new type of stress introduced by these
systems; stress induced as a result of “difficulty relinquishing and taking over control of the
vehicle.”
Driver
There are many studies that show that age-related factors and differences in gender
greatly impact crash risk and the likelihood of severe injuries. For example, younger drivers are
attributed to partaking in riskier driving behaviors, while older drivers are attributed to making
errors related to decreased situational awareness. In a questionnaire study, Yagil (1998) found
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that younger drivers expressed significantly lower levels of motivation in complying with traffic
laws as compared to older drivers. In a study regarding advanced traveler information systems,
results indicated drivers over 65 years old drove slower and more cautiously while concurrently
driving and navigating. However, despite this increase in caution, these older drivers made more
safety related errors as compared to the younger drivers (Dingus, et al., 1997). Bao and Boyle
(2008) showed that older and younger drivers were more likely to run stop signs and less likely
to yield at medians as compared to middle-aged drivers. Furthermore, studies have identified
relationships between the severity of crashes and age. It is suggested that crash severity,
specifically fatality crashes, increase with increasing age, specifically older people as compared
to younger (Ryan, et al., 1998; Evans, 1991).
With regards to stress, several studies have evaluated how vulnerability to stress varies
across age groups (Matthews, et al., 1999b; Simon & Corbett, 1996; Westerman & Haigney,
2000; Kontogiannis, 2006). In a survey study, Westerman & Haigney (2000) reported that
younger drivers were highly likely to convey stress in the form of aggression, while older drivers
expressed stress through dislike of driving and situation-specific tension. Hill and Boyle (2007)
showed that older drivers typically report higher levels of stress, with the exception for the
condition of interactions with other drivers. This implies that older drivers are less likely to
experience road rage, which is consistent with other literature. Therefore in an effort to equally
capture the most vulnerable to stress and crash risk age groups, younger and older ages were
included in the scope of this study. Furthermore, the middle age group was also included to
provide a control and keep balance for reflecting findings across the entire driving population.
Studies have also shown that young male drivers typically respond differently under
stress when compared to females (Hennessy & Wiesenthal, 1997; Ivancevich, et al., 1982). For
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example, under driving conditions women generally report greater stress-related tension, but are
less likely to exhibit aggressive or violent driving behaviors (Matthews, et al., 1999b; Smart, et
al., 2004). Hill and Boyle (2007) found gender to be a significant predictor of stress levels,
specifically under adverse weather conditions, poor visibility, and performing driving tasks.
Traffic
Traffic has an effect on headways, trip time, sight distance, and requires increased
awareness to respond to other vehicle maneuvers. A number of studies have evaluated the
effects of traffic on driver stress. Heavy traffic (e.g. rush hour congestion) is interpreted by
many drivers as stressful (Hennessy, & Wiesenthal, 1997). This is a relevant concern, based on
2009 United States Census Bureau data, McKenzie & Rapino (2011) reported that 86% of the
workforce transported to work in a car, truck, or van, of which 76% were single occupant.
Furthermore, Gulian et al (1989) found that among U.K. highway drivers, 50% experienced
irritation in traffic jams independent of being in a hurry. A number of studies also found
correlations between stress and delays associated with congestion (Stokols, et al., 1978; Turner,
et al. 1975). Matthews & Desmond (2001) hypothesized that the difficulty to maintain a safe
headway in fast moving, high-density traffic influenced stress. In a survey study evaluating why
older drivers give up driving, Hakamies-Blomqvist & Wahlström (1998) found that older drivers
reported high levels of stress associated with driving in rush hour – especially in older female
drivers. In an interview study assessing high and low congestion conditions, state driver stress
and aggression were greater under high congestion conditions, in comparison to commutes in
low-congestion (Hennessy & Wiesenthal, 1999).
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Roadway
In civil engineering, road geometry is often correlated to accident rates; for example,
increases in crashes are seen along sharp curves with little to no shoulder as compared to a slight
curve with adequate shoulder space. However, not as much human factors research has gone
into exploring the effects of road geometry, specifically on driver workload.
Kantowitz and Simsek (2001) suggested that odd road geometry contributes to driver
workload. Several researchers have defined the specifics of “odd road geometry.” Neuman
(1992) proposed that radius of curvature, lane width, and shoulder width effected driver stress.
Messer, et al (1979) found a relationship with sight distance. Hulse et al (1989) proposed that
road width and distance of closest obstruction to road also influenced this. Matthews &
Desmond (2001) specifically stated that road alignments, such as badly cambered [horizontal and
vertical] curves and intersections with poor visibility, often cause drivers to worry and thus
inducing stress.
2.2

Subjective Measures of Stress
There are two types of subjective reports for driving performance: observer reports

(generally given by experts) and self-reports by the drivers (Brookhuis and De Waard, 2001).
Self-reporting [through surveys and interviews] is a widely used means for collecting data in
transportation studies. This type of data is relatively easy to obtain and requires no esoteric
knowledge. However, a major disadvantage to survey data is that people are often unaware of
internal changes (Brookhuis and De Waard, 2001). This is an exceptional weakness when
applying self-reporting to reflect stress. In a driving test monitored after administering
antihistamine, Brookhuis et al 1993 found that subjects performed significantly worse than those
under placebo; however self-reporting showed they were not aware of their reduced alertness and
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although they were only slightly aware of impaired performance, they did not indicate more
effort to compensate. This is certainly not to say that self-reporting is insignificant; it is just
important to understand potential weaknesses in order to properly apply self-reporting.
In fact, several researchers have successively used self-reporting data to understand
driving behavior and safety. Hill and Boyle (2007) used data from a national survey to
understand different driving tasks and roadway conditions that may influence the driver’s
perceived stress. This national survey was originally administered with the intent to define user
information requirements for an advanced traveler information system (Ng, et al., 1995).
Matthews et al (1989) developed a questionnaire called the Driving Behaviour Inventory (DBI)
to study dimensions of driver stress. From the DBI, the main factors identified for stress were
aggression, dislike of driving, and alertness.
2.3

Driver Performance Measures
There are many different driving performance measures that can be used to understand

driver differences on-road. In an extensive series of studies, Bao and Boyle (2008) used braking
patterns as a performance measure with respect to three age groups (younger middle and older).
The specific measures used were brake pedal differential time (s), maximum deceleration (m/s2),
initial brake point (m), and complete stop (yes or no). Similarly, Bao and Boyle (2009b) used
initial braking point (in meters), mean speed (m/s), complete stop (yes or no), number of head
movements toward the left and right (in counts), and checking review mirror (yes or no) in older
drivers to examine their behavior at intersections of rural expressways. Lastly, Bao and Boyle
(2009a) examined age-related differences in visual scanning (proportioned into seven possible
viewing regions) during three separate maneuvers (going straight across, making a left and
making a right turn) at two median-divided highway intersections.
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Noy (1989) evaluated drivers in a simulator based on workload measures reflected in
standard deviation of lateral position, lane exceedance ratio, time to line crossing, headway,
velocity, standard deviation of velocity, perception task reaction time, and memory task reaction
time. Brookhuis and De Waard (2001) also stated that the amount of variability in lateral
position can reflect driver mental workload. Furthermore, Allen and Stein (1987) found that the
standard deviation of the lateral position (SDLP) is closely related to the likelihood of getting in
a crash due to lane departure. Boyle and Mannering (2004) used variations in speed to quantify
effects of in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle traffic advisory information. Other applications of
vehicle measures for reflecting driver stress include speed, steering reversal rate, visual detection
of targets, and standard deviation of speed (Verwey & Veltman, 1996; Verwey, 1991).
Brookhuis et al (1994) found that reaction time was also a good indicator of driver
performance. Brookhuis and De Waard (2001) pointed out that headway (in distance or time) to
vehicles in front must be regulated by the driver; thus responding to the maneuvers of other
vehicles requires perception and attention.
2.4

Pavement
Two key constituents in evaluating pavement as a variable include considering pavement

conditions and designs. This section details literature regarding quality and appearance
(condition) and types and applications (design).
2.4.1 Pavement Conditions
There are limited studies on the relationship between pavement conditions and driver
behaviors. Most studies that do exist fail to investigate the effects of surface conditions on the
driver’s cognitive state. However a significant amount of research investigates the acoustical
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components, such as advantages of asphalt over concrete (Kuemmel, et al., 1996), surface
performance of ‘quiet’ pavements on improvements for highway neighboring residents (Lu, et
al., 2010), and acceptability of surface noise by the public (Shafizadeh & Mannering, 2003).
Similarly, several researchers have explored how sound stimulus may act as a countermeasure
against driver fatigue (Zhao, et al., 2010). Environmental sounds, such as road surface noises,
were included in the scope of these mentioned studies; however were not the principal focus.
Landstrom et al (1998) reported that sound stimulus can reduce fatigue.
However, this lack of comprehensive research goes in contrast with the current trend of
DOT expenditures funding paving projects. As a result, these pavement projects may not be
optimal in improving roadway safety in respect to drivers. It is important to fully optimize these
projects, as budgets are generally constrained. Therefore a system needs to exist in
understanding the importance and prioritization of roadway projects (Eriksson, et al., 2008).
In the 1980s, the International Roughness Index (IRI) scale was established as an
international measurement tool to report on pavement roughness (Sayers, et al., 1986). The scale
begins at 0 meters/kilometer or inches/mile, with higher values indicating rougher pavements.
Currently, jurisdictions use this standard to classify surface conditions and subsequently
prioritize pavement projects (Shafizadeh & Mannering, 2003). However, a re-validation for this
system in respect to driving behaviors is in order. This study provides the opportunity to
compare how the reported IRI and recorded driver responses reflect each other.
It is important to note that as part of the experimental design, it was decided best if half
of the participants completed the route clockwise and the other half counterclockwise. By
observation, the individual segments within the route were symmetrical for inverse trip sets; that
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is, participants experienced the same conditions for both clockwise and counterclockwise
directions of travel. Studies have explored the validity of compiling between subject data for
differing route directions (e.g. clockwise vs. counterclockwise, northbound vs. southbound, etc.).
Shankar & Mannering (1998) compared westbound and eastbound movements and found
endogenous relationships within lane speeds and between lane speeds and speed deviations; yet
dissimilar effects related to grade and temporal factors. This was a key element in justifying the
split of route directions.
2.4.2 Pavement Design
Pavement design is a complex field, in which location, climate, lifespan, budget, and load
factors all play a significant role; the design for a specific facility is a function of these factors.
In general, pavement surfaces can be classified into two categories: flexible (asphalt) and
rigid (Portland cement concrete, PCC). The differentiation in flexible and rigid pertains to how
the pavement distributes the load over the subgrade; a rigid pavement tends to distribute the load
over a wider area as compared to flexible (Pavement Interactive, “Pavement Types”). Asphalt is
a hydrocarbon produced from petroleum distillation residue, either occurring naturally or
synthetically using crude oil. Asphalt binders, which include asphalt cement and additives, are
used to lay asphalt pavement (Pavement Interactive, “Asphalt”). Common applications of
asphalt include the following hot mix asphalt (HMA) designs: dense-graded HMA, stone mixture
asphalt, and open-graded HMA (Pavement Interactive, “HMA Pavement”).
Portland cement concrete on the other hand is much more rigid and deflects significantly
less under loading. As a result of this it is more prone to cracking. There are three major designs
for Portland cement concrete crack control: joint plain concrete pavement (JPCP), joint
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reinforced concrete pavement (JRCP), and continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP).
The joint plain concrete pavement is the most commonly used of the three (Pavement Interactive,
“PCC Pavement”). A significant component in Portland cement concrete design is in the use of
admixtures, which alter the concretes natural properties, such as workability, setting time,
strength, and durability (Pavement Interactive, “PCC Admixtures”).
Each of these pavement types and mix designs offer benefits and trade-offs. For
example, flexible pavements often require maintenance every 10 to 15 years, whereas rigid
pavements can serve 20 to 40 years with minimal rehabilitation (Pavement Interactive,
“Pavement Types”). As a result of these lifespan attributes, Portland cement concrete is
generally used in urban or high traffic areas. This is because maintenance repair projects are best
minimized on high volume roads to avoid imposing additional delay. It is also important to note
that asphalt maintenance is significantly cheaper and thus commonly used within smaller
jurisdictions (e.g. local level as compared to federal interstate roadway). Furthermore, in
applications of hot mix asphalt, dense-graded is usually used. However, stone matrix asphalt is
useful in supporting heavy traffic loads and resisting studded tire wear (Pavement Interactive,
“HMA Pavement”). In terms of this study, Portland cement concrete was observed across I-5
and most of I-90, while asphalt comprised a majority of the rural roads.
In recent years there has been a significant amount of work using open-graded HMA to
create quieter pavements. Quieter pavements reduce the noise resulting from the tire/pavement
interaction. Generally this is achieved by creating a negative texture, with the most common
design being the open graded friction courses (OGFC). This design introduces air voids and
rubberized asphalts to absorb sound (Pavement Interactive, “Pavement Noise”). Specific to this
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study, SR-520 was a test segment for quieter pavements just prior to construction within the
corridor.
In general, asphalt is associated with a smoother ride because of its flexible nature.
However, Portland cement concrete can be made smoother through the use of diamond grinding,
longitudinal control cracking, making slabs the width of the lane, and strategically reducing
friction. It is important to note that reducing friction too much imposes a new safety concern,
especially for heavy vehicles.
2.5

Financial Relevance
Not only is safety a concern, but there also exists a fiscal imposition upon drivers under

less than ideal pavement conditions. Several studies have investigated the financial benefits of
smooth roads and verified this notion through improved fuel efficiency and reduced vehicle wear
and tear. Additionally, it was found that “rough roads add an average of $335 to the annual cost
of owning a car – in some cities an additional $740 more” (AASHTO, 2009). This, combined
with user preferences of ride quality along a smooth road, leads to jurisdictions spending
millions of dollars annually on roadway maintenance and repairs. AASHTO (2009) reported a
savings of $6-$14 for every $1 spent in keeping a good road good as opposed to waiting to
rebuild a deteriorated road. With over 3.9 million miles of public roads in the United States,
even the most conservative estimate for the cost of a roadway maintenance project indicates a
vast amount of money spent in this area (AASHTO, 2009). It is thus important to carry out a
study that verifies the need to maintain a certain level of surface condition.
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2.6

Summary
Creating these links between roadway surface conditions and driver behaviors will allow

future projects to be more efficient and enable advancements in system wide safety. As
previously stated, it is also important to understand how stress vulnerability varies across age and
gender.

The most pragmatic application of this is to monitor stress, using ECG recordings,

across a wide variety of surface conditions; this is the notion that this study was built upon.
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD
An on-road study using an instrumented vehicle was used for the data collection of this study.
This chapter describes the participant, equipment, and experimental procedure used to assess
driver stress over various pavement types.
3.1

Participants
Based on a power analysis from a previous and related study, a target sample size of 60

was considered reasonable for yielding statistically significant results. Therefore, this study
recruited 60 drivers with Washington State licenses. Given constraints imposed by weather,
construction, and traffic conditions, only 54 participants completed the drive. Volunteers were
recruited within three age groups: younger (≤ 25), middle aged (35 – 55), and older (≥ 65). The
sample had approximately an equal number of males and females within each age group. The
route was completed in a clockwise direction by 24 participants, while 30 drove the loop
counterclockwise.
Each participant was compensated $25 per hour for their involvement in the study. The
experiment was approved by the University of Washington’s Institutional Review Board.
The table below further exhibits the breakdown of each driving group by demographics
of gender, age, and driving experience. This table provides information on subset sample sizes
and their corresponding mean and standard deviation.
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics

Age Group

Mean Age
(yrs)

Mean Driving Experience
(yrs)

22.0 (SD = 1.8)

5.6 (SD = 1.8)

Male

22.3 (1.6)

5.5 (1.7)

Female

21.6 (2.0)

5.6 (2.0)

46.2 (5.5)

28.5 (5.8)

Male

45.3 (6.3)

27.6 (6.7)

Female

47.1 (4.8)

29.4 (5.1)

72.9 (4.3)

56.0 (4.2)

Male

72.5 (4.6)

56.4 (4.5)

Female

73.8 (4.1)

55.0 (3.8)

Gender

Younger (n = 20)

Middle (n = 20)

Older (n = 14)

3.2

Equipment

The equipment required to complete this study included a vehicle, electrocardiograph, and
computer software; this section further elaborates on each of these.
3.2.1 Instrumented Vehicle
The drive test was conducted in the University of Washington Human Factors and
Statistical Modeling Lab’s instrumented vehicle, which is a 2002 Ford Taurus with an automatic
transmission. By using an instrumented vehicle as opposed to a driving simulator, the effects
from pavement could be most accurately captured. A schematic of the vehicle instrumentation is
provided below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the instrumentation (available at: http://depts.washington.edu/hfsm)

As shown from the figure above, this vehicle is equipped with an extensive array of data
collection equipment. Measurements such as vehicle speed, engine RPM, throttle position, brake
pressure, steering wheel position, GPS latitude and longitude, dimensions of acceleration, and
distance traveled can be recorded by the equipped instrumentation. Additionally, the system
records video data from seven cameras:


Two pinhole cameras one mounted inside the rearview mirror and the other inside the
driver’s side b-pillar



One camera under the steering column, focused on the driver’s feet



One mounted from the center ceiling of the backseat, directed forward at the driver
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One behind the rearview mirror, recording the vehicle’s forward view



Two recording lane position, each located on the side mirrors

All of the sensor and camera data was time stamped based on the internal clock of the
data acquisition computer. The driver acquisition program, Lab View, was set to sample at a rate
of 5 samples per second (5 Hz).
3.2.2 Biopac MP150
Driver ECG readings were recorded using a Biopac MP150 device (see Figure 6). This
provided the physiological variables for the study, such as heart rate and heart rate variability.
The MP150 served as the data acquisition unit. Attached to it was the Universal Interface
Module UIM100C, which is used to connect amplifier modules to the acquisition unit. The
amplifier used in this series was the ECG 100 C Amplifier, which is designed to pass the ECG
signal with minimal distortion.

Figure 6: Biopac MP150
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Specific settings on the ECG 100 C Amplifier were set in accordance to manufacturer’s
recommendations for use in heart rate variability applications. The gain was set to 1000, which
controls the sensitivity of how amplified the signal is. The HP High Pass Filter was set to on,
which is used to stabilize the ECG baseline. This is done by creating a low frequency threshold
for which all signals must be higher in frequency to pass through (Bharadwaj & Kamath, 2011).
The LPN Low Pass Filter was also set to on, which reduces noise from interfering signals –
specifically the 50 to 60 Hz power line noise (Bharadwaj & Kamath, 2011).
The ECG data was time stamped based on the internal clock from the same computer that
was used for collecting data from the instrumented vehicle. This data was collected at a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz, which was the recommended rate from the manufacturer for heart rate
variability analysis.
The software program AcqKnowledge was used for collecting and analyzing the ECG
data. The acquisition computer was equipped with version 3 and the analysis computer with
version 4.2.
The device was connected to participants via a Lead II configuration, which places three
electrodes directly on the torso, which is a popular configuration for reducing artifact. Shielded
leads, which are electrode cables designed to reduce noise, were used for the positive (placed
over the lower left rib) and negative (just under the right clavicle) channels and an unshielded
lead for the ground (just under the left clavicle) connection (Mehler, et al., 2010). The figure
below illustrates this set-up.
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Figure 7:Lead II configuration (Miyaji, et al., 2010)

3.3

Route
The study drive was defined as a 25-mile circular route within the Seattle area, which

took approximately 40 minutes to complete (see Figure 8). The route encompassed SR-520, I-5,
I-90, I-405, and rural roads within Bellevue. Half of the participants completed the loop in a
clockwise manner (SR-520 first), while the other half drove it counterclockwise (I-5 first). By
using this same predefined route for all participants, the pavement conditions were controlled
across participants. The use of clockwise and counterclockwise directions provides some
randomization of the routes such that any differences in performance based on learning effects is
minimized. The alternating routes also minimize the effects of current conditions from
extraneous variables from uncontrolled traffic conditions and scheduled bridge drawspan
openings. This is also consistent with the route directions used by Shafizadeh & Mannering,
(2003).
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Although this route did not include extreme variations in pavement conditions, the route
was designed such that it represented realistic and common roadway pavement designs
experienced in a daily commute. This setup allowed for the recorded physiological responses to
be within the range of normal daily stress (Healey & Picard, 2005). Also, since the route was
comprised of common infrastructure, the results from the study could be more broadly applied to
other locations.
A map of this study route has been provided in the figure below.

Figure 8: Driving route (Google Maps)

3.4

Segment Characteristics
The four areas of interest were selected for the diverse characteristics they offered within

a reasonable distance. According to WSDOT (2011a), I-5 is the busiest freeway in the state with
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an average annual daily traffic (AADT) through the Seattle segment alone of over 200,000. This
interstate is the main north/south highway for the state and is paved with Portland cement
concrete (PCC) through this study’s segment of interest. It has a posted speed limit of 60 miles
per hour (mph). I-5 and I-90 both offer a divided reversible center facility for HOV traffic. I-90
is the main east/west interstate for the state with an AADT of at least 100,000 through the
included segment (WSDOT, 2011a). This section is paved with both PCC and asphalt concrete,
and encompasses a significant proportion of tunnels and bridges. Although it has a variable
speed limit, the posted speed was 60 mph during each participant drive. SR-520 is one of two
bridges (the other being I-90) that cross Lake Washington to connect the Eastside and Seattle.
Half of the segment includes a floating bridge (posted speed 50 mph) with a newly implemented
tolling system. The posted speed for the land portion of SR-520 is variable, but with a constant
60 mph for all participants. Prior to the toll implementation, SR-520 had an AADT of nearly
90,000 across the bridge (WSDOT, 2011a). It is also undergoing major construction, including a
widening project on the east approach and a new bridge connection adjacent to the existing
infrastructure. SR-520 includes both PCC and asphalt; in fact it was the site of a quieter
pavement test section from July 2007 to July 2011. The pavement test sections included fresh
conventional hot mix asphalt (HMA), new rubber asphalt open graded friction course pavement
(OCFG-AR), and new polymer-modified asphalt open graded friction course pavement (OGFCSBS) (WSDOT, 2011b). However due to construction since, it is inconclusive as to how much
of this pavement was still present during study drives. The Bellevue rural roads included the
Lake Hills Connector Road and Richards Road, paved with both PCC and asphalt. The Lake
Hills Connector Road is a four lane divided system through a forested wetland, with posted
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speed 40 mph. Richards Road is four lanes with no separation, through a low density
development, with a 35 mph posted limit.
Values for IRI were obtained from the Washington State Pavement Materials Laboratory
at 0.1 mile increments for mainline lanes on SR-520, I-90, and I-5. These values are based on
2004 conditions and are the most current measurements available for public review. Although
the values are upwards to eight years old, they provide some relative information about the
conditions of each road in comparison to each other. Table 5 below summarizes the obtained IRI
values for the facilities of interest.
Table 5: 2004 IRI for SR-520, I-90, and I-5 (WSDOT, 2004)

Clockwise IRI (m/km)

Counterclockwise IRI (m/km)

Facility

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Min

Max

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Min

Max

SR-520

1.85

0.77

0.96

3.68

1.88

1.01

0.79

4.85

I-90

1.8

0.67

0.67

3.10

2.04

0.69

0.95

4.49

I-5

3.55

0.73

2.47

5.38

2.96

0.67

1.86

4.24

The following table, Table 6, lists the thresholds for pavement conditions based on IRI
levels, as established by both WSDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
These values were listed by WSDOT and FHWA in inches/mile, were converted to meters/km
for this table.
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Table 6: Pavement roughness classifications by IRI thresholds (WSDOT, 2010)

3.5

WSDOT (m/km)

FHWA (m/km)

Condition

Threshold

Threshold

Very Good

< 1.50

< 0.95

Good

1.52 – 2.68

0.96 – 1.50

Fair

2.70 – 3.47

1.52 – 1.89

Poor

3.49 – 5.05

1.91 – 2.68

Very Poor

> 5.05

> 2.68

Procedure
Data collection was conducted from July to September of 2012, during the hours of

10:30am and 2:30pm. This time period was selected to ensure all drivers experienced the same
daytime lighting environment and level of service (LOS) regarding traffic flow. There was also
no drive conducted in adverse weather conditions.
The study began and ended from the University of Washington in Seattle, WA
(Mechanical Engineering Building). Upon arrival the researcher provided the participant with
the informed consent form, explained the document, and outlined the study route. Once
participants signed the consent form, they were then provided general driving instructions (e.g.
obey posted speed, no radio, etc.) aimed at keeping the drives as consistent as possible. Prior to
beginning the actual drive, participants were hooked up to the ECG device and allotted time to
become familiar with the study vehicle. Before the drive began, a three minute resting heart rate
was recorded for a baseline measure. Following the drive, participants filled out a four page
survey about their driving behaviors and study drive experience. The entire process took
approximately 1.5 to 2 hours to complete for each participant.
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3.6

Variables
This study measured and calculated several dependent variables for the independent

variables of roadway and participant factors.
3.6.1 Dependent
The dependent variables for this study included the physiological and vehicle kinematic
measures. The physiological measures included those recorded through the ECG device. This
comprised of recording the electrical activity of the heart, which was then cleaned up and
interpreted based on heart rate variability. The individual physiological variables used were
heart rate (HR), standard deviation of NN intervals (SDNN), root mean square of successive R-R
intervals (RMSSD), the proportion of pairs of successive NNs that differ by more than 50 ms
(pNN50), and the ratio of low frequency to high frequency spectrum components (LF/HF). The
vehicle kinematic measures were listed in the “3.2.1 Instrumented Vehicle” section; the specific
ones used in analysis were vehicle speed, video footage for location benchmarks, and location
time stamps.
3.6.2 Independent
There were three independent variables: age, gender, and roadway type. Age was
separated into three levels (younger, middle, older), gender into two (male, female), and roadway
type was 4 levels: newer freeway road (I-90), older freeway road (I-5), scenic mixed with
construction (SR-520), and the rural setting (rural Bellevue, WA). The SR-405 stretch of the
drive was excluded from analysis because the distance traveled along it was too short and would
thus yield insignificant results.
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3.7

Data Reduction and Analysis
Both the ECG data and vehicular measurements required a significant amount of

reduction and analysis. This section details how the data sets were synchronized, variables were
calculated and transformed, and ECG data was reduced by appropriately amplifying R wave
peaks and eliminating artifact.
3.7.1 Segmenting Route
The first step in compiling the data was identifying key benchmarks in the raw ECG data.
The video recordings in conjunction with the GPS data were used for this to define the beginning
and end locations of the four regions of interest. Based on the time stamps for each of these
events for each participant, the corresponding time interval in the ECG data was segmented out.
That, in addition to the resting ECG recording, resulted in five unique sets of ECG data per
participant which was further used in analysis.
3.7.2 ECG Parameters
As established in the Literature Review section, a time domain analysis was selected as
the primary means for analysis as it best captures individual stress events. More specifically the
parameters SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50 were used in analysis. However, heart rate (HR) and
the frequency domain parameter LF/HF were also used to verify the findings.
The computer program AcqKnowledge has an HRV analysis tool, which calculated and
provided an output of the time in seconds between each R-wave peak for the given ECG data.
From this, Excel was used to calculate SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50 values. SDNN was simply
calculated by using the standard deviation function in Excel. A macro was created in calculating
RMSSD and pNN50 values. Essentially, the RMSSD macro determined the difference in time
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between each successive RR interval, summed the square of each of these values, divided the
sum by one minus the number of RR intervals for the given series, and finally square rooted this
value. The pNN50 macro calculated the difference in time between each successive RR interval,
counted the number of times the difference was larger than 50ms, and divided by one minus the
total number of RR intervals for the given series.
The HRV analysis tool in AcqKnowledge also provided the output for heart rate in beats
per minute (bpm) and LF/HF ratio for each participant’s segmented ECG data.
3.7.3 ECG Reduction
Since the participants were operating a vehicle and thus not remaining static, the ECG
recordings required some reduction to remove artifacts.

This reduction was done using

AcqKnowledge. There were two types of reductions that were performed per the Biopac
manufacturers: the first for adjusting peaks that were too low or too high for threshold and the
second for eliminating artifact between cycles.
The first method used the Waveform Math feature to add or subtract a value to the
waveform in order to transform the level of the highlighted waveform. This was useful when the
R-peak was not significantly higher than the recordings between peaks or was exaggerated
beyond the scope.
The second method used the Equation Generator tool, which would set the highlighted
waveform/artifact to zero [baseline]. This was useful in completely eliminating the artifact
between R-peaks.
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After the necessary reduction was applied to the ECG record, a tachogram of the data was
created using the HRV analysis tool. The tachogram was useful in highlighting any artifacts that
were not caught in the first round of reduction. This led to an iterative process, in which
reduction on the data was done until the tachogram output yielded clean recordings.
3.7.4 Normalizing Data
In certain applications of the data, a normalized set of results were used to compare
between group trends.
The ECG data was normalized with each participant’s at-rest data, collected just prior to
their drive. The at-rest data for each participant was analyzed similarly to each roadway
segment’s data set; that is heart rate, time domain, and the low to high frequency ratio were
calculated for each at rest data set. The normalized variable was then obtained by subtracting the
at-rest variable value from the recorded value, respectively for each variable HR, SDNN,
RMSSD, pNN50, and LF/HF.
For the kinematic vehicle variables, only speed was normalized. Subtracting the posted
speed limit from the recorded value normalized the speed. For I-90 and I-5, the segments had
consistent speed limits. However, the rural and SR-520 segments were split into two speed
zones. The mean posted speed limit for these two facilities was calculated by weighting the
posted speed by the proportion of distance within the segment.
3.8

Inferential Results
The data was compiled and analyzed using R statistical software (ver 2.15.2). This

program was also used for analyzing outcome significances and both between and within
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variable relationships. An analysis of variance (ANOVA), using a mixed-effects model, and
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed.
The analysis was completed on 50 of the 54 participants. Two data sets could not be used
due to issues with data processing: one set had a corruption in the vehicular data, rendering it
impossible to correlate locations to the ECG file; the other set was unusable because the ECG
data file was lost. The other two data sets were omitted because of poor ECG recordings where
the R-R intervals could not be extracted: one had too much artifact and the other did not have a
strong enough signal.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Analysis for this study was based on descriptive statistics acquired from survey data and
inferential results from field measurements. This section explores these results, as well as
justifies their significance.
4.1

Descriptive Statistics
Each participant completed a survey following their drive, which queried their driving

related demographics, behaviors, perceptions, and study participation experience. This selfreporting provided relevant insights into the participant profiles such as that 21 were single, 25
married, 5 divorced, 2 widowed, and 1 other; 43 had gone through a driver’s education training
class; in the past five years 7 had been in at least one car crash and 16 had received at least one
ticket for a moving violation; 45 kept a fairly regular sleep schedule; 13 used no form of vision
correction aids; 4 used hearing aids; 51 owned at least one vehicle; 40 drove at least 5 days a
week; and 30 considered it at least somewhat dangerous to drive 16 km/hr (10 mph) over the
speed limit.
Furthermore, this survey data endorsed the practicality of the results in this study;
participants did not feel their driving behaviors were impacted by the presence of the ECG
device. In fact, 39 of the 54 surveyed answered “no effect” to how they felt the ECG device
affected their driving behavior, 14 “slightly noticed a difference,” one answered “noticeable
difference, but not severe,” and zero responded with “slightly altered driving.”
Figure 9 depicts how participants perceived their stress levels throughout key points in
the drive. Subjects were asked to rate their stress on each road segment based on a 3 point
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Likert scale from extremely stressful (high) to not stressful (low). The bar plot is stacked to
further portray the divergence between the age groups.

Figure 9: Participant recollection of stress

This plot suggests that the majority of the participants did not feel they were stressed
during the drive. However, recorded elevated heart rates and decreased HRV values from their
drive suggest differently. This is important because it demonstrates that we cannot rely solely on
recalled user memory feedback for examining safety. This is also in conjunction with the
extensive research that evaluates the accuracy of memories of past events, which suggests even
memories of recent pasts involves a significant blend of fiction and fact (Roediger &
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McDermott, 2000). It is also notable that I-90 and I-5 had more responses for the “some stress”
category as compared to SR-520 and the rural roads.
The figure below, Figure 10, illustrates the responses to how participants perceived the
textural conditions of the road segments on a 5 point Likert scale: from “unbearably
bumpy/rough” (1 in the figure) to “uncomfortably bumpy/rough” (2) to “somewhat
bumpy/rough” (3), to neither (4), to “enjoyably smooth” (5). Again, the graph breaks the
responses into age categories.

Figure 10: Participant recollection on pavement roughness
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The responses indicate that the majority of participants agreed that the rural setting had a
smooth ride. It is also significant to note that I-5 was noticeably skewed towards less than ideal
conditions more so than the other facilities.
This last figure, Figure 11, summarizes the responses to how participants perceived the
visual conditions of the pavement along the segments. The replies varied on a 5 point Likert
scale from “unacceptably cracked/rough” (1 in the figure), to “unappealing” (2), to “acceptable”
(3), to “appealing” (4) to “nearly flawless” (5).

Figure 11: Participant recollection on visual conditions

Responses on the rural setting for these visual conditions are in agreement to those seen
above in Figure 10 about textural conditions. It is also again noticeable that I-5 had the largest
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skew towards less than satisfactory as compared to the other segments. The split between
“unappealing” and “appealing” for SR-520 suggests some drivers may have associated a stronger
weight on the rough construction segments and the others recalled the smooth scenic aspects of
the highway. Literature suggest that personality has a high influence on how people perceive
their environment (Kasap, et al., 2009); it also suggests that the mood people felt during a certain
event has a significant impact on how they will recollect it as a memory (Snyder & White, 1982).
These differences in personalities and associated moods along SR-520 for each participant could
explain this split in the survey responses.
4.2

Validating Results
In order to accurately associate and isolate the findings in conjunction with the study

objectives, an examination of experimental significance was performed. Success of
experimental significance was defined as eliminating external effects on ECG data.
4.2.1 Compiling Directional Data
The initial step in data analysis was to determine if data for inverse trip sets (e.g.
clockwise vs. counterclockwise) along the route could be compiled together for a singular HRV
analysis. It was important to determine if variables dependent on route direction (e.g. vertical
and horizontal alignments) had a significant impact on the ECG data.
For this analysis, short interval SDNN values were calculated for 27 evenly distributed
points and one at end point along the route. These points coincided with even one mile
increments for distance driven along the route, using 0 to 26.5 miles in the clockwise direction as
the base. This is depicted below in Figure 12. The plotted values represent mean SDNN values
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for each distinct group: clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) subjects. The route markers
along the x-axis are based on the distance traveled in the clockwise direction.

Figure 12: Mean SDNN values versus distance along clockwise route

The actual stress values and relative stress to adjacent points for each direction are very
similar for the majority of the route, with exception of the split at the beginning of cw and end of
ccw travel. The increased HRV values recorded for ccw movements towards the end of their
route could be attributed to driver fatigue (Apparies, et al., 1998). This may also be slightly
observed at the end of the cw route just past route marker 30 km, where cw SDNN values
measure greater in value than ccw values for the first time along the plot. A closer examination
of differing opportunities for resting events (e.g. traffic signals) between the two groups could
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also explain the larger divergence in HRV values between route markers 0 and 15 km, as HRV
recovers after rest (O’Hanlon, 1972).
A 2 (gender) x3 (age group) x2 (direction) x10 (road sequence) mixed analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted to further examine the impact of stress (as measured by short
interval SDNN), and specifically to examine influences on the split between movements in
Figure 1. The findings show that distance driven had a significant impact on stress
(F(9,414)=1.903, p=0.05), and specifically, drivers SDNN increased, indicating lower workload
and perhaps even more comfort as the study progressed. Hence, this covariate was included to
adjust for any experimental effects associated with time in the study.
The outcomes associated with age and gender should now be adjusted accordingly based
on the time in the study. The findings showed that age (younger, middle, and older) had a
significant effect on stress (F(2,40)=5.023, p=0.011) whereas gender (F(1,40)=0.100, p=0.753
and the interaction of age and gender did not (F(2,40)=2.210, p=0.123). Direction of travel was
also not significant (F(1,40)=0.682, p=0.414).
A more specific look at SDNN values at the individual level indicates that an outlier in
the counterclockwise cohort could also be attributed to the higher values for mean
counterclockwise travel as compared to mean clockwise SDNN values (Figure 13). The solid
lines, representing group means, allow for a comparison of relative stress to contiguous
locations.
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Figure 13: SDNN values by the individual along the route

The areas of interest (at rest, SR-520, Rural, I-90, and I-5) have been extracted and
displayed in Figure 14, for parameters of heart rate, frequency domain LF/HF, and time domain
SDNN. These values are based on relatively long interval ECG data as compared to the short
interval data from Figure 12 and Figure 13. The plots provided in Figure 14 allow for a
comparison of stress experienced across each pavement type between the two groups, where cw
is represented by the solid line and ccw the dashed line.
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Figure 14: Comparison of mean HRV parameters

Theoretically and based on past studies, heart rate (beats per minutes) and the frequency
domain values (LF/HF) should be similar, while the time-domain should be inversely related to
heart rate and LF/HF. The incremental changes over the drive in a specific direction are
expected to also vary in the same manner. Findings from this study indicate comparable
incremental changes between the time (SDNN) and frequency (LF/HF) parameters. This is easily
noticed by comparing peak high points in LF/HF to peak low points in SDNN. Conversely, the
values for mean heart rate appear to coincide more with distance traveled rather than surface
conditions. This can be noted by the steady decline in heart rate as distance progresses (e.g. the
clockwise group has a spike in heart rate at the beginning of their drive (SR-520) and slowly
decreases; the counterclockwise group also has a similar trend, with a peak heart rate along their
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first facility (I-5) and has decreasing values from there on). There are also similarities between
heart rate and the LF/HF ratio; increases and decreases of relative stress detectable in the LF/HF
plot are also visible, though less distinct, in the heart rate plot.
Although there is a slight gap between mean values for the clockwise and
counterclockwise groups, the overall progression of relative stress and incremental changes are
comparable for SDNN and LF/HF variables. The crests for high and low levels of stress for
these two parameters are mirrored between their respective clockwise and counterclockwise
movements.
These variables (HR, LF/HF, and SDNN) were further tested between cw and ccw
movements for each of the four roadways of interest (Table 7). HR and LF/HF were normalized
by each participant’s resting value for the respective parameter. SDNN was standardized by
dividing the standard deviation of interbeat-intervals (SDNN) by the average interbeat-interval
(Brookhuis & De Waard, 2001). Note these values correspond to relatively long duration
intervals (approximately 5 minutes). Similarly to the results extracted from the plots in Figure
14, there were insignificant differences between direction of travel for LF/HF and SDNN values
along the segments. The comparison of heart rate values between directions of travel also
showed no significant difference, with the exception of borderline significance for SR-520.
Otherwise, all p-values indicated comparable responses between the two directions of travel.
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Table 7: Difference between cw and ccw directions of travel

Variable

SR-520

Rural

I-90

I-5

Normalized
HR

t(47.1) = 1.910
p-value = 0.062

t(43.3) = 1.519
p-value = 0.136

t(47.6) = 0.120
p-value = 0.905

t(42.9) = -1.227
p-value = 0.227

Normalized
LF/HF

t(39.4) = -0.002
p-value = 0.998

t(47.9) = -0.782
p-value = 0.438

t(47.7) = -1.329
p-value = 0.190

t(44.1) = -1.467
p-value = 0.149

Standardized
SDNN

t(48.0) = -1.155
p-value = 0.254

t(48.0) = -0.653
p-value = 0.517

t(47.9) = -0.863
p-value = 0.393

t(47.9) = -0.863
p-value = 0.393

The geometric configurations (e.g. vertical and horizontal profiles) and temporal factors
(e.g. traffic and lighting) encountered by drivers in the clockwise and counterclockwise
directions were almost identical. Therefore by Shankar and Mannering (1998), effects from
endogenous variables (e.g., speed and alignments on an interstate, regardless of direction was the
same) are similar and can be examined together. In general, the values for heart rate variability
parameters (SDNN and LF/HF) were consistent with one another for examining participants
stress levels; LF/HF values increased for decreasing SDNN and vice versa. This implied that for
points of high LF/HF coupled with low SDNN values, participant’s experienced elevated stress
(Miyaji, et al., 2010). The slight discrepancies may be attributed to a slightly unbalanced design
(with a few more older drivers in the counterclockwise direction than clockwise). As noted in
the ANOVA, differences in age did impact SDNN. This impact from age justified further
analysis of HRV parameters between subjects by age. On the whole, all parameters (HR, LF/HF,
and SDNN), when normalized showed similar outcomes between clockwise and
counterclockwise movements. Therefore it is reasonable to combine data sets for the two
groups (cw and ccw) and all subsequent analysis does not consider direction of travel relevant.
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4.2.2 Driving Speeds
The last significant external variable to eliminate as having an impact between groups
was driving speed. Although participants were told to obey the posted limit, it is important to
verify that this was followed.
The measured speeds, normalized by posted speed limit, on each facility by age group are
shown below in Figure 15. The plotted speed represents the mean speed for each individual
along the segment of interest. In this figure, a negative normalized speed corresponds to driving
below the posted speed limit, and a positive speed coincides with exceeding the posted limit. As
discussed above in the Segment Characteristics section (Section 3.4), SR-520 and the rural roads
have a change in posted speeds through the study route. For these sections, the assumed posted
speed limit was calculated based on a ratio of the distance for each posted limit to the total
distance along the segment.

Figure 15: Normalized speeds
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No participant had a mean speed exceeding the post speed limit by more than 10 mph.
Each group has some outliers on I-5, indicating a few experienced some traffic congestion. As
expected there is a slight difference in speed between each roadway segment, however this
pattern is visible across all age groups. Also, the variations in mean speeds within each age
group are comparable to the variations observed between age groups.
A mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine the impact of speed
on road type, age group, and gender, with interaction effects included. Road type was a within
subject variable, while age group and gender were between subject variables (Table 8).
Table 8: ANOVA for normalized speeds

Variable

numDF

denDF

F-value

p-value

(Intercept)

1

156

212.179

<0.0001

Road Type

3

156

71.059

<0.0001

Age Group

2

47

0.605

0.550 (ns)

Gender

1

47

3.749

0.059 (ns)

Age Group: Gender

2

47

0.195

0.823 (ns)

Note: (ns) indicates not significant
A similar but more specific analysis was also run to verify that no single specific group
had outlying speed data (Table 9). To do this, dummy variables were assigned to groups with
potentially biased data. Based on observations, this included the younger male, older female and
older male groups.
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Table 9: ANOVA for measured speeds using dummy variables

Variable

numDF

denDF

F-value

p-value

(Intercept)

1

156

205.972

<0.0001

Road Type

3

156

71.759

<0.0001

Young Male

1

49

2.319

0.134 (ns)

Old Male

1

49

0.094

0.760 (ns)

Old Female

1

49

0.797

0.376 (ns)

Based on the p-values from Table 8 and Table 9, the road itself has significance on the
speed, while age and gender do not. Therefore it is appropriate to assume that speed effects will
not affect between subject comparisons.
4.3

Transformations
Several studies that report heart rate variability results using frequency domain

parameters log transform the low to high frequency ratio (Kobayashi, et al., 2012; Tarkiainen, et
al., 2005). Kobayashi et al (2012) reported that transforming this ratio produced the best
improvement on the skewness and kurtosis. For this study, the LF/HF values for each participant
along each segment were tested for normality to determine whether the skew indicated the need
for a transformation of the distribution (Figure 16), as suggested by these previous studies.
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Figure 16: Natural log transformation of LF/HF

It is apparent from the graphs that the natural log transformations of the data have the
least departure from the normal line. Therefore all subsequent analysis using this frequency
domain parameter utilizes the natural logarithmic transformation.
4.4

Dimensions of Stress
A closer examination of each HRV parameter within the four facilities and at rest can be

used to compare relative stress levels between these five situations. Furthermore, trends between
different groups (e.g. age and gender) can assist in understanding how noteworthy user groups
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react to various roadway conditions. Note, as explained in the literature review, increases in
stress coincide with increases in heart rate and the low to high frequency ratio, but decreases in
SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50 parameters.
4.4.1 Gender Effects
A comparison of the ranges for heart rates and SDNN values between genders is provided
in Figure 17. In both cases (heart rate and SDNN), males demonstrated greater variability.
However, the relative stresses among females and males between each of the facilities are
comparable, and validated between parameters. This can be noted through the mean bar within
each box as compared to the means of other facilities. Specifically, rural is notably less stressful
for all groups while I-90 reflects highest stress.

Figure 17: Between genders stress comparison
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4.4.2 Age Effects
In a comparison across ages (Figure 18), it is apparent that similar stress effects induced
by roadway conditions were seen between each age group for corresponding facilities. The
means for each age group were consistently varied in heart rate; however the standard deviation
in SDNN for younger and middle aged was much smaller as compared to that of the older group.
For example, once again rural consistently ranks low on measured stress.

Figure 18: Between age groups

4.4.3 Comparing Group Mean Heart Rate Values
A plot of the mean heart rate and normalized heart rate values by group has been
provided below in Figure 19. This figure shows identical trends in relative stresses between the
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facilities within each age group. However, the normalized plot emphasizes the changes in stress
induced by each facility as compared to the resting state.

Figure 19: Mean heart rates between age groups

In each plot general trends were mirrored across each age group but varied in degree of
extremity. The most stress was observed along I-5, followed by I-90 for all age groups.
Additionally, each age group found SR-520 and the rural roads least stressful. Moreover, the
normalized heart rate plot highlights the fact that driving induced stress to all age groups on all
road segments, except for the younger age group along SR-520.
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A similar comparison, but looking at groups by gender is provided in Figure 20. In this
graphic, increased stress was observed under all road segments, except for females on the rural
roads. Similarly to the plots from above, there was a noticeable elevation in stress along I-5 and
I-90 as compared to the lowered stress measured in SR-520 and the rural roads. The trends
between male and female groups are reflective of each other, signifying that both genders are
equally affected by the roadway conditions.

Figure 20: Mean heart rates between genders
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The figures from this section indicate that the same results can be obtained from
comparing mean heart rates and mean normalized heart rates.
4.4.4 Group Mean SDNN Values
By evaluating SDNN values (Figure 21and Figure 22), similar observations of stress can
be inferred. Note: SDNN values decrease for increasing stress. Negative values on the
normalized scale correspond to an increase in stress as compared to the resting state.

Figure 21: SDNN values between age groups
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The younger group felt the least amount of stress on the rural roads, followed closely by
I-5, higher stress on SR-520, and the most elevated stress on I-90. The middle age group had
peak high stress on I-90 trailed by I-5, lower along SR-520, and the least along rural. The older
group shadowed the younger group for relative stresses. However, the older group was the only
group to record stress levels consistently lower during driving as compared to at rest.

Figure 22: Mean SDNN values between genders
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As similar to that found in comparing heart rate recordings, male and female groups
experienced the same shifts in stress levels. The SDNN values for genders across road segments
also coincide with the trends observed in the other figures.
4.4.5 Comparison of Between Parameter Results
The previous sections have indicated that similar effects are seen across different ages
and genders, although degrees of the effects do differ across the groups. Figure 23 examines the
consistencies amongst common heart rate variability parameters: time-domain SDNN, RMSSD,
pNN50, and frequency-domain log transformed LF/HF.

Figure 23: Comparison of parameters by age
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Time domain parameters for the three age groups are all fairly consistent with each other,
although RMSSD and pNN50 values between different road segments show the least contrast as
compared to SDNN, which is more dynamic.
The LF/HF ratio calculated across these facilities does not appear to be consistent with
the other parameters. This is the only parameter where the three age groups do not follow
general trends with one another. These discrepancies could be attributed to the nature of the
LF/HF ratio; time-domain parameters are able to highlight acute stress events, while frequencydomain parameters often abate the acute stress experienced from driving (Tarkiainen, et al.,
2005). Studies have also found the highest variability in these frequency domain parameters
(Kuss, et al., 2008). Another limitation in interpreting the LF/HF ratio resides in understanding
which frequency band (high or low) is acting or responding. Some literature suggests that it is a
strong indicator of sympathetic modulation (Montano, et al., 1994; Malliani, et al., 1991), while
others consider it to reflect both sympathetic and parasympathetic inflections (Appel, et al.,
1989; Harris & Matthews, 2004). Therefore, a more accurate application of the LF/HF ratio
would include looking at the actual values of low frequency and high frequency within each
subject.
For all parameters, the older age group had recorded values corresponding to the highest
experienced stress relative to the younger and middle age groups. This is also very evident in
Figure 19 and Figure 21 (the normalized plots). This is expected, as literature suggests older
drivers are highly susceptible to stressed induced by driving, especially situation specific stress
(Westerman & Haigney, 2000).
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A more specific look at the actual mean values used for these parameter plots has been
provided in Table 10. Although many values have a relatively large standard deviation, a similar
table for the normalized values would show more stability. This could account for some of the
inconsistency across parameters in Figure 23.
Table 10: HRV Parameters

HRV Parameter
HR (bpm)

Age Group
Younger
Middle
Older

Rest
Mean (SD)

SR-520
Mean (SD)

Rural
Mean (SD)

I-90
Mean (SD)

I-5
Mean (SD)

71.21
(11.19)
75.21
(10.26)
68.97
(9.41)

70.95
(9.57)
76.93
(8.26)
71.72
(10.16)

71.22
(10.36)
76.95
(10.46)
70.42
(9.70)

71.66
(9.67)
77.42
(8.97)
71.87
(9.87)

72.53
(9.79)
77.65
(10.26)
72.20
(9.22)

77.19
(24.71)
46.09
(29.90)
61.54
(61.84)

64.75
(21.17)
45.55
(26.43)
67.75
(73.12)

68.92
(15.23)
48.36
(29.40)
71.87
(67.80)

62.67
(19.19)
41.61
(23.79)
66.04
(64.98)

67.99
(18.28)
42.82
(28.43)
72.19
(64.53)

51.74
(21.21)
32.32
(40.48)
75.87
(105.94)

44.28
(16.98)
34.84
(43.23)
84.02
(128.93)

45.81
(16.99)
35.44
(38.62)
87.62
(115.89)

42.58
(16.49)
32.68
(35.83)
79.77
(110.54)

43.70
(16.62)
32.96
(40.79)
97.20
(111.29)

26.26
(13.73)
7.48
(13.84)
19.78
(28.86)

21.73
(12.56)
8.68
(11.66)
20.72
(32.75)

22.61
(14.11)
7.69
(16.64)
21.19
(31.34)

20.16
(11.61)
6.49
(12.66)
21.64
(32.87)

19.11
(12.63)
6.30
(12.97)
22.75
(31.83)

0.47
(0.32)
0.35
(0.36)
0.07
(0.50)

0.44
(0.27)
0.45
(0.36)
0.13
(0.51)

0.44
(0.33)
0.37
(0.41)
0.11
(0.54)

0.37
(0.32)
0.40
(0.39)
0.08
(0.42)

0.50
(0.31)
0.50
(0.33)
0.01
(0.58)

SDNN (ms)
Younger
Middle
Older
RMSSD (ms)
Younger
Middle
Older
pNN50 (%)
Younger
Middle
Older
ln LF/HF
Younger
Middle
Older
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As expected, there is a significant difference between the variations in the younger and
middle groups in comparison to the older group. Furthermore, the large standard errors may
account for insignificant results found in the analyses of variance.
4.4

Stress and IRI
The pavement conditions based on reported 2004 IRI values for each of the three

highway facilities within this study are plotted versus category thresholds in Figure 24, Figure
25, and Figure 26. The lane miles along the x-axis represent distance along the facility, with lane
mile 0 representing the beginning of the segment within the study. Note these thresholds
correspond to WSDOT standards.

Figure 24: SR-520 IRI values

The two directions along SR-520 are very similar, with pavement surfaces favoring
“good” conditions, though with substantial variation.
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Figure 25: I-90 IRI values

Both directions on I-90 had pavement surfaces considered in “good” condition.

Figure 26: I-5 IRI values

The I-5 clockwise roughness is best categorized by “poor”, whereas the counterclockwise
varied in and out of “fair.”
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Although only historical values of IRI are available for these segments, an analysis of the
covariance between measured stress and these IRI values for each segment could provide initial
insights for future research. However, as the time interval on a selected ECG waveform
shortens, the HRV parameter becomes more unstable. In order to maintain credible HRV output,
the road segments could not be fragmented enough to compile enough data points. The test on
each road for covariance between IRI and stress did not yield significant results. It was surmised
that IRI may have been correlated with heart rate variables. There was not a strong correlation
observed for the four roads examined in this study (see Figure 27). For example, a correlation
coefficient (r) would be near 0 for all road types.

Figure 27: Correlation between road roughness (IRI) and road type

Future applications of this should sample longer segments of known continuous IRI
values and with more fluctuations in IRI. Alternatively, data from the vehicles accelerometer
could be substituted for indexing the roughness of the road.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine how roadway surface conditions influenced

driver behavior, using stress as an indicator of behavioral breakdown. This is ultimately
important in understanding the value of pavement maintenance projects. This premise was
examined using an instrumented vehicle in an on-road study. All participants completed the
same drive, whether it was clockwise or counterclockwise. Since the route segments were
symmetrical for inverse trips, each segment was driven at comparable speeds between subjects,
and the drive was short enough to minimize HRV dependence on distance, participant data sets
could be compiled.
Interesting findings include recorded cognitive workload to be elevated along the newer
freeway pavement segment (I-90) and decreased along the segment under construction (SR-520).
As hypothesized, drivers experienced increased stress along the rougher, older pavements (I-5)
and low stress along the rural roads. However in contrast to the hypothesis, individual stress
events along the rural roads were not adequately captured. All findings were consistently
noticeable among all age groups and genders. Although the base levels of observed
physiological responses were different across age and gender, the overall patterns of incremental
change in response to cognitive demand was consistent across all groups; that is what is
noteworthy (Mehler, et al., 2010).
The recorded stress along I-5 coincides with the documented IRI values which express
unacceptable roughness. Historical data also indicated that this facility had the oldest segments
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of pavement. Also compared to the other roads, I-5 had the highest AADT and substantial truck
volumes.
The low values for IRI along I-90 suggest stress induced from other variables were
observed. I-90 is unique from the other facilities for its long tunnel sections and from this it can
be inferred that the measured stress is reflective of a common notion called tunnel phobia.
Several studies have investigated the influence of roadway tunnels on driver behavior and have
found adverse responses from drivers in tunnel environments (Forbes, et al., 1958; Edie & Foote,
1958). In 1992 the Norwegian Public Roads Administration conducted a series of studies on
driver perceptions and reactions to tunnel driving. These studies observed that 50% of drivers
traveled above the speed limit in the middle of the tunnel, but below limit in the entrance and
exit zones. Furthermore, these variations in speed were greater in tunnels than on the connecting
roads. All drivers in these studies were also aware of the sudden changes in visibility when
entering and leaving tunnels (Kvaale & Lotsberg, 2001). This stress credited to low illumination
and constricting surroundings, known as tunnel phobia, was detected by the ECG data.
On the whole, most measurements for SR-520 indicated relatively low driver stress along
the facility. By observation, most of the pavement was in good condition, with the exception of
the construction section on the east approach, where heavy vehicles had torn up and rutted the
pavement. A closer examination of continuous heart activity along the stretch, rather than
discrete HRV parameters could expose significant differences between these rough and smooth
segments. Instead it appears acute stress events were lost in using intervals and mean values.
Future analysis should compile continuous heart rate (bpm) data and ECG tachograms
(individual RR-interval variations). Instead, the heart rate variability analysis used captured low
levels of stress, likely induced from the serene, environmental setting of the road.
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Although AADT and IRI values were not readily available for the rural roads; it is a
reasonable assumption to classify the roads as low volume and smooth. Recorded participant
stress levels coincide with this assumption, in that cognitive demand was low along this section.
By introducing another level of classifying safety critical events, future analysis could evaluate
whether too low of cognitive workload was observed along these roads.
One heart activity analysis parameter alone is not enough to draw concrete conclusions
from, but as shown in this study several parameters in conjunction with each other can validate
trends and isolate outliers. This study found SDNN values the most consistent, which is a
conclusion commonly found; Kuss et al (2008) reported highest precision in SDNN values as
compared to other parameters.
The primary focus of this study was to use physiological measurements to detect trends in
drivers across various roadway surface conditions. All age groups and genders had comparable
responses, however the older group was noticeably most effected and the middle group least
effected. The HRV parameters indicate that drivers became most adversely effected along rough
pavement, routes of heavy traffic flow, and within roadway tunnel sections. However, the open
road of the rural setting and SR-520 appeared correlated to lower stress.
Ultimately these findings can assist in enhancing transportation safety by understanding
which conditions lead to the most vulnerable conditions for users. By reducing potential sources
for induced workload, the frequency and severity of traffic crashes can also decrease (Kantowitz,
Simsek; 2001). With this understanding of influences of roadway surface conditions and driver
stress, transportation funding can be better prioritized.
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6.2

Future Research
This study showed that physiological measurements do vary across roadway surface

conditions and this should be explored further. Measures of stress can be captured with
physiological, vehicle kinematics, and even survey data; each providing different insights on
driver’s ability to handle stress in safety critical situation.
With respect to physiological measures, future analysis could include more temporal
analysis of the continuous heart activity that has been collected, as well as correlate across longer
stretches of the same roadway conditions (e.g., 10 miles rather than 5 miles of Interstate 5).
Longer stretches of roadway can provide more data to correlate the variations in IRI with the
fluctuations in heart rate. Moreover, there can be differences between physiological measures
collected from ECG when compared to EEG, and it would be interesting to understand whether
the greater level of detail may provide better insights on driver stress. Also, developing a
different means for classifying road roughness (e.g. using accelerometer output to quantify
changes in vehicle position in x, y, and z position) could identify stronger correlations. The
current study used GPS coordinates to quantify the latitude and longitude of the driver, but
roughness is also based on elevation and this may have provided more insights on the
smoothness of the drive.
Future data analysis can also look at more homogeneous groups using cluster analytic
techniques. This could more specifically identify attributes that cause some drivers to be more
susceptible to cognitive overload. Further, there were quite a few physiological measures
examined independently in this study. However, there is most likely a great deal of correlation
among these dependent variables and a factor analysis could provide some insights on latent
variables that can capture constructs of several measures in the time and frequency domain.
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Expanding upon the self-reporting analysis could also be valuable to better understand
the factors influencing stress. For example, querying driver’s in-route about their perceived
stress or survey how familiar they were with each roadway facility after the drive.
Measures of stress examined in this study were compared to variations in road roughness.
However, driver stress is based on many different road, vehicle, and environmental factors. And
the methodology proposed in this study could be considered for examining driver workload
while engaged in in-vehicle systems, reading dynamic message signs, and interpretation of
complex intersection designs.
.
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